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Background

Research 101\(^1\) was a series of six weekly workshops (February to April 2018) to discuss research and ethics in the Downtown Eastside (DTES). These workshops emerged out of a wider conversation on ethics in cultural production (e.g. research, media, artmaking) within the DTES convened by Hives for Humanity and supported by Simon Fraser University’s Vancity Office of Community Engagement. Research 101 was but one of several components of this wider work to gather local knowledge and expertise on community ethics in the DTES into materials that could help empower the community. Six to thirteen representatives from several diverse DTES organizations met each week to discuss their experiences with research, the wider context of research in the DTES, and community expectations for more ethical research practice. These guidelines are based on our discussions, and build on the work of the many other organizations, communities and individuals who have gone before us in expressing what it means for university researchers (and other people coming from outside the DTES community) to treat communities like the DTES with the respect and dignity they deserve, and expect. Lindsay Deane (SFU research assistant) took notes on workshop participants’ perspectives and suggestions during weekly discussions and Scott Neufeld (SFU PhD student) drew on these notes to draft the manifesto for workshopping and review at the final Research 101 workshop. We agreed at the final workshop that the manifesto was co-created by all workshop participants and that the names of everyone who participated in at least one workshop and who consented to being identified (some chose not to) would be listed alphabetically by last name as co-authors.

While no document or set of principles can truly represent the entire Downtown Eastside community in all its diversity, Research 101 participants and manifesto co-authors included peer leaders in a wide variety of DTES organizations (e.g. Hives for Humanity, Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users, Western Aboriginal Harm Reduction Society, PACE Society, Vancouver Native Health Society, Spikes on Bikes, Sex Workers United Against Violence, BC Association of People On Methadone, Culture Saves Lives, Illicit, Carnegie Community Action Project, and the BC Centre on Substance Use). The views expressed in this manifesto are not necessarily the views of these organizations (but see footnote 3, page 4). They are listed here to give an example of the diversity of communities, perspectives and experiences workshop participants brought with them to the Research 101 discussions.

\(^1\) We acknowledge that Research 101 was facilitated on the unceded ancestral lands of the xʷməθkəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ilwətaɁ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. Acknowledging the unextinguished sovereignty and ongoing resistance and resilience of the Indigenous peoples of these lands is a crucial background to this work. Harmful research practices have long been a source of betrayal, and disrespect in Indigenous communities. Research has long-functioned as a tool of colonialism, and colonial research practices continue in the ways that researchers exploit, exhaust, and extract from Indigenous and other marginalized communities. Finally, as Friesen and colleagues (2017) point out, much of the recent energy and innovation in the ethics of protecting marginalized communities from exploitative research emerged first in the resistance of Indigenous communities to colonial research practices. Thus, this project is in several ways indebted to Indigenous peoples.
The Pitfalls and Potential of Research in the DTES

There is no shortage of research in the DTES\(^2\). Sometimes research can be helpful, especially when done respectfully in true collaboration with the community. But research can also hurt. There are too many stories of communities and individuals in the DTES who have felt disrespected by research. Research can increase inequality, contribute to stigma, exploit peoples’ pain, exhaust community members and typically benefits researchers much more than it benefits the DTES. In our first workshop together, we brainstormed some of the pitfalls, and potential, of research. Research can...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pitfalls</th>
<th>Potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...perpetuate stigma against people who use drugs, people who are poor or homeless, sex workers etc.</td>
<td>...lead to positive change and actually benefit the community (e.g. research that helped keep Insite open)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...undermine community initiatives by ‘finding’ that they don’t fulfill certain, outsider-created expectations (when they meet important community needs)</td>
<td>...help educate and empower the community (especially if the questions being answered come from community members themselves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...trigger trauma in participants with the kinds of questions researchers ask.</td>
<td>...help challenge stigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...devastate people when researchers never return to share their results</td>
<td>...help complexify the issues (e.g. help people understand the wider story behind complicated social issues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...misrepresent communities and individuals, not give them an opportunity to respond or contest research findings</td>
<td>...help create evidence to support important community resources, harm reduction, Insite, heroin-assisted treatment (HAT) etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...be an excuse for not taking action on an issue, delaying action by ‘studying’ the issue instead</td>
<td>...create meaningful sources of income for people, help them learn new skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...sap resources from communities, tie up highly capable community members in exhausting bureaucracy and prejudice so they have less to give in more meaningful community contexts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...be irrelevant to community members, and so detail-specific it feels unnecessary and not worth the valuable time and energy invested by community members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^2\) Alina McKay of the UBC Learning Exchange found that as of August 2017 there were 700 published research articles on the DTES, most since 2010. In 2016, there were 60 research articles published on the DTES and 67% of them were not made widely available to the public (i.e. you had to pay to download them). A 2012 review found 99 peer-reviewed articles, dissertations, and research reports on the DTES had come out between 2001 to 2011.
We are not opposed to research. But we also reserve the right to refuse to participate in research. We recognize that research has many pitfalls, but also know that research has great potential. We recognize that researchers are not bad people. We believe that most researchers are trying to do the best work they can with the knowledge, experiences and time that they have. However, we also believe that researchers can do better. In a time when the DTES continues to be hit hardest by the overdose crisis, housing crisis, and generations of colonial violence, we also continue to be inundated with research. The DTES should not have to bear the brunt of the costs associated with research. We should not have to continually exhaust ourselves working with researchers to ensure they are comfortable and acting respectfully within our community.

We hope these guidelines can clearly communicate to researchers the expectations that DTES community members have for research that is respectful, useful, and ethical in the DTES community.

What We Expect From Researchers Who Want To Work With Us

We break down the research process into four sections with different ethical issues we expect researchers to consider:

First, when starting a research partnership we want to know some things about who researchers are to ensure this work can start off in a good way.

Second, during the initial phases of planning the research we want to subject research projects to our own community-based ethical review, in addition to the university-based ethics review process most research requires.

Third, we expect researchers to include us in all aspects of the research process, and have some expectations for how “peer” researchers can be included fairly and in ways that acknowledge the value of our unique expertise, including fair pay for our work.

Finally, once the research is complete we expect that researchers won’t just disappear, but will return to share their findings in a meaningful way with us and continue working together with us to turn research into action for positive change.

---

3 From this point on in the manifesto, the words “we” and “us” generally refer to the DTES community members who participated in Research 101 (i.e. not the university-based workshop participants and facilitators) and whose ideas and suggestions for how they wanted researchers to treat them provided the content for this manifesto. We feel like the principles set out in this manifesto would be widely endorsed by many DTES community members and organizations, and are currently working to confirm this through organizational and personal endorsements of the manifesto (see final page of the manifesto for more information or email Scott Neufeld at sdn2@sfu.ca)
1) Getting To Know Each Other

Everyone has a history, the set of experiences that makes them who they are. Who researchers “are” as people is important knowledge for us to have when figuring out if we want to work with them or not. In the relationship between researchers and research ‘subjects’, we feel that the questions need to go both ways. If we can get to know you a bit beyond your identity as a researcher, that can also help make research feel less disconnected, and the whole experience feel more human. Oftentimes research can feel cold, impersonal, and dehumanizing – we want to try and make research a more human and equal exchange between people.

If you want to do research with and about us, we want to know some things about you too:

1) **Position:** Who are you? Where are you from, what’s your story, what’s your connection to this land? What are the types of social privilege (e.g. White? Male? Settler? Cis-gendered? etc.) you experience and how might those limit your ability to think and act ethically in your research?

2) **Motivation:** Why are you doing this research? Why do you have the research questions that you have? Could they be framed a different way? Are you asking the wrong questions? Who is your research for? Who doesn’t already know the answer to your research questions and why do they need to know?

3) **Experience:** What knowledge and experience do you have that makes you a good person to do this research with us in a sensitive and respectful way? If you have lived experience in the area of your research topic (e.g. drug use, sex work, homelessness, poverty) how has that affected your perspective on it?

4) **Time:** How much time do you have to complete this research? Is that enough time for you to collaborate with and include our community in the respectful way that we expect? Where are you at in the process of developing your research strategy? Is this project funded already? Have you received ethical approval from an REB already? When do you plan to start data collection? Is there still time/space for us to help shape the direction of this research?

5) **Trauma-Informed:** How do you plan to conduct your research in a way that is sensitive to peoples’ past experiences of trauma? How do you plan to create an environment of care and safety for community members working with you on your project, or participating in your research?

6) **Politics:** What are your politics, worldviews and opinions on the central issues of your research? What are the experiences you’ve had that have shaped these views? How might your politics affect your research, even in subtle ways?
7) **Funding/Partnerships:** What are your sources of funding and research partnerships? Who else is going to be seeing, or using, or benefitting from this research? What can you tell us about those people?

8) **Feedback:** What are your plans to return this research to the community in a respectful, meaningful and accessible way? How will you involve community members in data analysis and presentation of the results in a way that honours their unique expertise and your debt to them for making your research possible?

9) **Reciprocity:** How are you going to benefit from doing this research? How is the community going to benefit? Who is going to benefit more? How can we move towards reciprocity in the benefits for community and for you from this research? What are your plans for showing your thanks to the community in a meaningful way?

10) **Action:** What is your plan for taking action with us to advocate for change on the basis of your research? Is this just an academic exercise creating more knowledge for privileged people to consume? If not, how are you going to include and empower us in your efforts to translate this research into action?

In addition to discussing these questions with you before working together on a research project, we might also find it valuable to hear from other people who have worked with you in the past. Is there someone (preferably a former research participant or peer researcher who worked with you) who could write you a “reference letter” to comment on your sense of research ethics, your respectfulness, and your personal integrity in conducting research in community settings?

---

2) **Ethical Review: Whose Ethics?**

Almost all university-based research with human subjects must receive ethical approval before researchers can begin data collection. While university research ethics boards (REBs) play an important role in making researchers consider and address the ethical issues raised by their research, they are not a guarantee of ethical research, at least by community standards. REBs are not equipped to keep researchers accountable to actually follow their proposed research protocols, REB members may not have much experience evaluating ethical issues in community-based (as opposed to laboratory) settings, and the ethical codes REBs use to guide their evaluations typically prioritize ethical care for individual research participants over ethical care for communities or social groups. They also might be using ideas of “risk” that make more sense to middle or upper class, white, settler folks than they do to community members. Ultimately, we recognize that different people can have very different understandings of what “ethical” means. The ethical concerns of university REB members may not be the same as the ethical concerns of community members.
At a bare minimum, we want to have a bit more information about the ethical review process you’ve gone through (or will go through) at your institution:

1) Can we read the ethics application you submitted to your university’s REB? Better yet, can you go through it with us and answer any questions we have about language, process, etc.?

2) How can we keep you accountable to following your ethics protocol? What options do we have for taking action if we notice some ethical issues with your research down the road? Who can we take a complaint to and what will the process be to resolve it?

3) Can we create a formal research agreement or “memorandum of understanding” that clearly lays out our expectations for you and your expectations for us as well as a clear plan for how we will work together throughout the process of your/our research in a way that meets our expectations for respectful and ethical engagement?

Here are a few areas university REBs might not always consider the ethical concerns that are important in the DTES community:

- **Reciprocity.** It matters a lot to us that the community is benefitting from your research. Most of the time research benefits the academic researchers much more clearly and directly than it benefits community members. What is your plan to move towards this being a reciprocal relationship with mutual benefits for academic researchers and the community?

- Are you working from a **trauma-informed perspective**? How are you anticipating the harms to participants from discussing their pain or shame and what supports are you putting in place (e.g. counsellors) to care for people who might be triggered by participating in your research?

- Are your consent forms written in **accessible language**? How are you going to make absolutely sure that participants fully understand what you are asking them to do in your research?

- Even though we talk about “informed consent”, you can never fully predict what will happen in your research, and what the consequences will be, until it is underway or completed. How are you going to **make consent an ongoing process**?

- Many research participants in the DTES have felt misrepresented (and exploited) by research (and media, documentary film makers, artists etc.). Can you make a plan to **let us review your interpretations** and the context you’re putting
around our words, stories and other “data” you’ve collected from our community? “Member checking” will both help the validity of your research, and also give us more dignity and power in our relationship with you and your research.

- How are ethical considerations guiding everything about your research project? Are your research questions ethical? Is your research relevant enough to community interests to justify asking them to spend their limited time and energy helping you?

- What are the potential wider consequences of your research? What do you expect to find in your research, who else could use the findings of your research and in what ways? Is it possible that other people will use your research to harm our community, or advocate for its elimination? How are you going to address this?

Even better than relying on university REBs, we want to work towards the creation of a Research Ethics Board based in the DTES community. A Community REB (CREB) could be a powerful way of helping ensure more research meets the standards of community ethics in the DTES, and could serve a variety of useful functions for us in connecting academic researchers with the community in respectful and empowering ways. If a CREB exists (see our recommendations for developing one in the DTES at the end of the manifesto), we would expect that you submit your research to a CREB review before applying to your university’s REB.

3) Doing the Research: Power and “Peers”

More and more, in response to movements like “Nothing About Us Without Us”, researchers are involving community members in “peer researcher” roles within their community-based research projects. This is a valuable practice that has benefitted many community members. However, it can also raise new ethical issues as academic researchers can sometimes relate to their new colleagues from the community in ways that feel tokenizing, stigmatizing, or downright disrespectful.

Here are some expectations we have for “peer-based” research:

- Most basically, treat us with respect and dignity. Be polite. Recognize the value of our experience and expertise for your project. Show us gratitude. Praise us for our contributions, make us feel good about ourselves, just like you would for your colleagues in the university!

- Stop with the elitism. You might be an expert on some things but you’re not the expert on our lives or our community no matter how many years you’ve spent studying “addiction”, “homelessness”, “sex work” or anything else.
“Don’t read us the book that we wrote”. Consider how the language you use, the way you dress, and other subtle cues from body language to tone communicate your sense of self-importance and how you see yourself in relation to us. Work with us in a spirit of humility instead.

- **Stop with the entitlement.** Research has been costly for our community, and very rarely has it actually benefited us. Don’t assume your research is helpful, wanted, needed, or going to be beneficial for our community. **We don’t owe you anything.**

- Be mindful of the inequality between academic researchers and community members. Don’t act like it’s not there, but actively work to name it, and **work towards creating conditions of actual equality** between us in the research project. Think of a research team that includes academic and peer researcher in the terms of critical PAR researcher María Elena Torre as a “contact zone”, which she defines as “a messy social space where very differently situated people [can] work together across their own varying relationships to power and privilege”.

- Take seriously the actual meaning of the term “peer”. We’re not only peers/equals with our fellow community members. **We are also peers with academic “experts” by way of the local expertise and experience that we bring to the project.** “Peers” should mean that we are recognizing the unique expertise each person on the research team brings to the project, and trying to treat each other with equality.

- Prioritize making this project **accessible for community members.** Provide the training we need to fully contribute our expertise to the project (e.g. designing research, collecting data, analyzing data, presenting findings). Work your **schedule around community members**, not academics. **Be flexible.**

- Work from a **trauma-informed perspective** that anticipates and avoids potential harms to us as a result of our collaboration with you. Recognize how common histories of trauma are in our community and consider how working for you on your research project might impact us emotionally. Consider the risks we might be taking on in doing research in our community, with our friends and neighbors, and support us in self-care.

- Provide resources for peer researchers to support them in their lives beyond the research project. **Become our friend and our ally.**

- **Make space for “peer” researchers to contest** the way you’re developing the project, critique the way you’ve formulated the research questions, and speak back to your interpretations of the data. Recognize the value of our expertise and experience in this community in sharpening and improving your work.
• **Give peers some actual power** in the research project. “*Tokenism*” is a common experience where people feel like their peer position helps the research project look good on paper, but peers are actually given little power or space in the important decisions and work of the project. Nobody likes feeling tokenized. **Don’t use us to check off a box** that says you “included” the community when you haven’t done so in a meaningful way.

• Honour our ongoing work of survival and don’t shy away from necessary, though sometimes uncomfortable, conversations about money. **Pay us fairly and promptly for our work on your project.** Don’t assume that we have nothing better to do or that it’s not a sacrifice to spend time working with you on a research project. Don’t assume we owe you something because of your ‘concern’ for our community. Don’t expect us to work for free. **ALL of the time we spend with you working on your project needs to be compensated.** Hustling for survival takes time, and if you take our time and don’t pay us we might need to hustle in ways that put us at more risk. **Paying us cash** is best too. We don’t ask what you do with your money, so don’t try and police what we do with our money either (i.e. please no more gift cards!).

• Try to **recruit peers that are widely respected** and trusted within their community. Recognize that certain people may not be the best representatives of the organization they are a part of. **Go through the proper channels** for hiring people to work with you as representatives of their organization or community. Don’t just hire the first person you meet or have a connection with, or your friend in the community. They may not be the best person for the job, and not going through the proper channels to hire a peer research assistant could create bigger issues for your project down the road.

• **Don’t perpetuate stigma** in the way you work with us. Recognize the way that your own (even unconscious) prejudice against people who use drugs, are homeless, engage in sex work, have poor health, or have low incomes might affect the way you work with us. It’s easy to notice, and really hurtful, when academics look down on us, don’t trust us, don’t want to empower us, act surprised when we say something intelligent or coherent and are generally condescending towards us. Use the opportunity of working with us to **actively break down your own fears, prejudices and stigma.** Get to know us as fellow human beings.

• If possible, connect us to a neutral third party mediator (a peer liaison or ombudsperson) who can help us **navigate issues of power, disrespect, or inequality** in the research relationship as things go along in order to help keep the project running smoothly and respectfully.
4) Reciprocity and Bringing the Research Back

Finally, once the research has been completed and the findings are ready to be shared, we expect that researchers will prioritize bringing their research back to the community. In many people’s experience, this almost never happens, and if it does, it is entirely inadequate. It is not enough for you to email a copy of the academic article based on your research with us to the director of our organization. It is not enough for academic researchers to show up in our community with a PowerPoint presentation in language no one without a PhD can understand, expecting us to take on the work of booking a space, inviting people to come, providing food, and coordinating everything else that makes a community event accessible for folks in the DTES. Community feedback is your responsibility to initiate, organize and fund.

Here are a few basic considerations that are important for organizing a meaningful and accessible community feedback presentation:

- **Organize** all of the logistics for your presentation and do the work of inviting people, promoting the event, making it accessible (e.g. honoraria, translation, child care if necessary)

- **Translate academic language and concepts** into relevant and comprehensible descriptions for a wide audience (different levels of literacy, non-native English speakers)

- Provide a meaningful territorial acknowledgement where your work is contextualized in the context of unceded territories and centuries of Indigenous resistance to colonization and resilient Indigenous communities. Pay a representative from a local First Nation to provide a welcoming.

- **Enable meaningful involvement** of participants/community members in the event, or in the presentation of the research – what did this research mean to them?

- Organize community-friendly food that people can easily eat and digest

- Book a community space that is comfortable and accessible for people (e.g. in the neighborhood, in a familiar building). Have someone there who can de-escalate conflict (i.e. a peer/community member) if necessary. Support people who might be triggered emotionally by hearing about your research

- Show appropriate gratitude to your participants, your collaborators, and the community at large for contributing to your research.
• Make it an opportunity to **receive feedback** on your developing interpretations of the data. Give participants a sense of the way you plan on **contextualizing their words and stories** and encourage people to **challenge your interpretations** or speak back to your interpretations. This is not only respectful, it makes for better research.

• Use the presentation as a jumping off point for **future possible research collaborations**, more involvement from community members in your ongoing work, and a foundation for more community-led research and action.

• Make it clear how your **research can lead to action** that will help the neighborhood and how you will support community members in their struggles for positive change.

• **Provide honoraria** for people helping at the event, perhaps even for attendees

• **Make it a celebration of community strength, resilience, and dignity**

• Make it clear that you want to maintain **ongoing relationships** with the people that helped you do the research. Invest in long term relationships, don’t just break ties as soon as the research is completed.

In addition to a community presentation of your research there are other ways of providing meaningful knowledge translation in the community:

• **Co-write a community research report** with your community collaborators that prioritizes only topics of interest and relevance for the community and is written entirely in accessible language. Do this before you move on to working on more technical academic reports based on the research.

• **Write plain language summaries of your published research** (though maybe check with some community members first to ensure they are truly written in “plain” language...) and make these available online or in hard copies at the relevant organizations or community spaces where you did your research

• Invite participants or co-researchers to **present with you on your research at conferences**. Provide the support and resources for community members to fully participate in sharing their research with you.
Find ways of inviting co-researchers to present your work in impactful formats to policy makers and politicians. Don’t be afraid of turning your research into action research. Often community members know the best people or organizations to direct your research and advocacy towards.

While bringing the research back is a basic expectation most community members have, it is also not enough. While people may be interested in the research findings, they are often more interested in reciprocity. At this stage in the research when the benefits for academic researchers are becoming clear (e.g. publications, grant money, degrees, jobs), the benefits for the community need to be prioritized as well.

A few suggestions for ways of building reciprocity in the research relationship:

- Provide a donation to the organization you worked with as a way of saying thank you and recognizing the value of their work.
- Volunteer your time and skills to contribute to the work of the organization. Don’t be afraid of contributing in simple ways such as volunteering in the kitchen. Use these opportunities to build relationships and gain an understanding of the wider community.
- Organize a community event that benefits children in the neighborhood, or lifts up people’s voices and stories.
Supporting The Manifesto

We are currently looking for personal and organizational endorsements of the Research 101 Manifesto. You can indicate your support for the Manifesto by adding your name to our google form here: bit.ly/R101Support. An endorsement means that you/your organization agrees with the Manifesto principles of Researcher Transparency, Community-Based Ethical Review, Peer Empowerment in the Research Process and Reciprocity in the Research Exchange. Read through this manifesto closely, consult with your organization (especially organizations that participate in cultural production in the DTES or DTES organizations that work with researchers, journalists etc.), and sign the google form or contact us (Scott Neufeld, sdn2@sfu.ca) if you might be able to arrange an organizational endorsement of the Manifesto. We would then add your name/organization to the following list:

Current Endorsements (as of April 17, 2019):

Organizations

1) Megaphone Magazine
2) The UBC Learning Exchange
3) The Brave Co-Op
4) Canadian Association of People Who Use Drugs (CAPUD)
5) hua foundation
6) Hives for Humanity
7) BC Association of People on Methadone (BCAPOM)
8) EDGE Collective
9) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
10) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
11) PACE Society
12) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
13) CITR Radio
14) Pivot Legal Society
15) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
16) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
17) KBDR
18) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
19) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
20) PACE Society
21) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
22) CITR Radio
23) Pivot Legal Society
24) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
25) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
26) KBDR
27) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
28) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
29) PACE Society
30) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
31) CITR Radio
32) Pivot Legal Society
33) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
34) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
35) KBDR
36) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
37) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
38) PACE Society
39) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
40) CITR Radio
41) Pivot Legal Society
42) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
43) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
44) KBDR
45) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
46) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
47) PACE Society
48) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
49) CITR Radio
50) Pivot Legal Society
51) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
52) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
53) KBDR
54) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
55) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
56) PACE Society
57) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
58) CITR Radio
59) Pivot Legal Society
60) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
61) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
62) KBDR
63) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
64) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
65) PACE Society
66) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
67) CITR Radio
68) Pivot Legal Society
69) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
70) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
71) KBDR
72) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
73) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
74) PACE Society
75) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
76) CITR Radio
77) Pivot Legal Society
78) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
79) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
80) KBDR
81) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
82) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
83) PACE Society
84) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
85) CITR Radio
86) Pivot Legal Society
87) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
88) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
89) KBDR
90) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
91) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
92) PACE Society
93) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
94) CITR Radio
95) Pivot Legal Society
96) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
97) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
98) KBDR
99) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
100) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
101) PACE Society
102) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
103) CITR Radio
104) Pivot Legal Society
105) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
106) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
107) KBDR
108) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
109) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
110) PACE Society
111) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
112) CITR Radio
113) Pivot Legal Society
114) Sex Workers United Against Violence (SWUAV)
115) UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board
116) KBDR
117) Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU)
118) Supporting Transparent and Open Research for Engagement and Exchange (STOREE)
119) PACE Society
120) Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG)
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Recommendations for Developing a Community Research Ethics Board (CREB) in the DTES

In addition, we came up with recommendations for developing a CREB in the DTES:

- It should be housed in an accessible space (perhaps the new 312 Main building)
- It should have a clear mandate and process for involving community members as reviewers that is fair and empowers people with the tools and support they need to provide their expertise as critical thinkers with great concern for protecting the interests of their community
- Training should be provided for community reviewers who have a lot of local expertise and care for the DTES community but may be less familiar with the process and ethical issues related to academic research
- It could have a rotating cast of reviewers, and/or a core group of more consistent reviewers with more familiarity with the process of ethical review of research
- It could provide ways of enabling community members to see research proposals (e.g. post brief summaries in an accessible location) in advance of
their review session and let people choose to review proposals that are especially relevant to their unique experience, interest and expertise.

- It should be based on the principles for ethical research in the DTES laid out in this manifesto (and other community-created sources) and these could be posted in a visible location (e.g. a poster version of this manifesto).
- It should keep track of research that has been reviewed, the feedback that was given, how researchers responded to that feedback, and the progress or outcomes of each research project that was reviewed.
- Parts of the CREB could be hosted online. Researchers could register for a review online and then be invited to an in-person review session after reviewers have had a chance to read and discuss their research proposal.
- As the CREB develops and gains some experience, it could be integrated with the REBs at local academic institutions. Ideally getting your research reviewed by the DTES CREB (and responding to CREB feedback) would become a requirement for researchers who want to do their research in the DTES.

A CREB in the DTES could potentially serve as a hub for a few other helpful services:

- A space to coordinate education for researchers, and community members, on important ethical considerations when planning research in the DTES.
- A space that connects community members and organizations with research questions to university researchers with the resources to partner with the community to answer these questions with community-led, collaborative research.
- Could provide a space, or paid position (e.g. a peer liaison or ombudsperson) to help mediate conflict between peer-researchers and academic-researchers.
- Could provide a space to disseminate, and translate, research on the DTES to community members (in conjunction with the Making Research Accessible Initiative at the UBC Learning Exchange).